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Operating on the theory that it takes a thief to steal from a thief, a group of Internet scammers has 

been targeting students who illegally download music, books, and video. 

The Chronicle of Higher Education has reported on an apparently bogus collections agency that sent 

out letters to Bucknell students demanding $500 to settle the students' alleged illegal downloads. 

That's a new twist on an old strategy of targeting college students. Prosecutors say there are at least six 

common scams students should watch out for: 

1. Fake scholarship promises: The Federal Trade Commission warns against advisers and Web 

services that charge big fees in return for help locating scholarships. 

2. Dodgy student loans: U.S. News's Kim Palmer documented how some students have been misled 

by official-looking documents that were really ads for expensive loans. 

One silver lining of the recent economic downturn is a reduction in expensive private loans and 

lenders. But the FTC says students still need to make sure they stick with low-cost, legitimate 

education loans. The best deals, says the Project on Student Debt, are the federally backed student 

loans such as the Perkins (which charges just 5 percent in interest) and Stafford loans. 

3. Untrustworthy counselors: While there are many legitimate, private, fee-based counselors who 

can help students refine their college choices and negotiate the financial aid maze, there are some 

charlatans, as well. Michael Traynor, a once prominent college financial aid adviser in Florida, got 

caught stealing from his clients, many of whom he met in church. He is now in prison. 

4. Illegal downloads: As tempting as it can be to save money by downloading free music, movies, or 

textbooks, many of the downloads contain spyware that can end up causing financial havoc. Illegal 

downloaders are also more vulnerable to the new collections scams. 

5. Diploma mills: Lots of online universities, many with impressive-sounding names, are luring 
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students with offers of credit for "life experience" and cheap degrees. But beware: Sometimes, you get 

what you pay for. A cheap diploma from "The University of Berkley" won't get you the job, salary, or 

recognition that comes from a real degree from the University of California-Berkeley. The FTC, 

http://www.ed.gov/students/prep/college/diplomamills/resources.html Department of Education, 

and several state agencies, such as this one in Oregon, can help students avoid paying for degrees that 

other schools and employers won't recognize. 

6. Term papers and other cheating supplies: The Web has made it a snap for lazy and dishonest 

students to find term papers, lecture summaries, and even test questions and answers. But universities 

are increasingly using new software like Turnitin, Web honey pots (websites set up by professors to 

attract and catch cheaters), and spy cameras to track down dishonest students. Even if you get an A on 

that purchased term paper, it's still a scam, since you've paid lots in tuition and cheated yourself of 

learning. 

Searching for a college? Get our complete rankings of America's Best Colleges.  
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